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member to discuss relevant business
issues, and express their ideas.
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FURNITURE WORLD’s retail readers
share their stories of survival, growth and
service. Due to overwhelming response,
this series that began in the March/April
140th year anniversary issue, will be
continued into 2011.
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companies out perform their average
performing peers is because they pay
people extra when they perform better.
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Here is how to go about taking this path
to success.

48 SIX WAYS TO IMPROVE
YOUR CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Store traffic around the country is down,
and for many salespeople, earnings
have dropped as well. This has resulted
in a palpable sense of low or negative
energy on many furniture sales floors
that can be felt by customers. Here are
six tips that can help you to turn this situation around.

52 COSTLY RETAIL
HEADACHE: BUYER’S REMORSE
Two to ten percent of furniture deliveries
result in a return or exchange when there
is nothing wrong with the furniture. This
fact points to opportunities to drastically
reduce returns by attending to a few
details before, during and after delivery.

56 FRIENDS FOR THE HOUSE
The founder of the famous Statler Hotel
Chain E. M. Statler once said: “The
[salesperson] who thinks that his first duty
is selling, is absolutely wrong. Selling is
only one of the two important things a
[salesperson] is supposed to do – and it
is not the more important of the two. The
[salesperson’s] first duty is to make
friends for his house.”
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Essential Tool For Furniture Stores

FAMILY BOARDS

Working in a family furniture business is tough. Here’s how to make it easier.
by David Lively

“

T

he father buys, the son builds, the
grandchild sells, and his son
begs,” goes an old Scottish
proverb. The Americanized version says, “Shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves in
three generations.” The founding generation starts with nothing, works hard and
amasses wealth, but by the time their
great-grandchildren have come of age,
the family is back where it started: nothing.
With business under such tremendous
pressure and the furniture industry failure
rate at its highest in over 25 years, it is
useful to reconcile these timeless truths
with what is going on in today’s family
furniture businesses.
Do you recognize yourself in the
stereotypical framework for the family
business lifecycle?

First Generation: The first generation
starts a business and begins to grow the
company. Most businesses in this phase
are in “survival mode.” It’s a phase that
frequently lasts longer than it has to
because first generation leaders are frequently afraid, or just plain unwilling to

share authority and responsibility for
their brainchild, their “baby.” Reluctance
to face old age and eventual death,
added to a history of controlling behavior makes many first generation leaders
indispensable, leading to slow growth, a
lack of innovation, scarce organizational
talent and difficult transitions to the next
generation.
The great 20th century author John
Steinbeck said, “It is the nature of a man
as he grows older to protest change,
particularly change for the better.” While
not all next-generation ideas are for the
better, a company without a fiery, talented next-generation leader will, without a
doubt, eventually die.
Second Generation: If the business
makes it to a second generation, the new
leader must earn respect and gain
authority. Other family members often
believe the leadership position should
have been theirs. At the same time, many
long-term employees are sure that none
of the “young people” thrust into leadership positions will fill the shoes of the
founder.

“Typically, by the time the next generation reaches
young adulthood, or even in some cases their late
teenage years, young people understand the
importance of moving the company forward.
Do not wait to start this process.”

Despite these initial obstacles, many
second generation leaders become catalysts for high growth rates in family furniture operations. Because they are often
better educated and the company is
more stable going into the second generation, this group of leaders is in a position to take the family store and grow it
into a regional chain or beyond. We all
know second generation leaders who
lack the commitment or talent to run a
business. It is a situation that almost
always precipitates the decline of a firm.
Third Generation: If the company is
one of the handful that makes it to the
third generation, the problems exponentially increase. The ownership structure
of the business is likely to include multi-
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“These meetings should happen no less
than monthly and they need to take
priority over the day-to-day running of
the business.”

ple families. Siblings from the previous
generation married and had children
resulting in multiple ownership claims.
Some potential leaders may lack the
ability or interest to help the company
move forward. Making matters worse,
many of these people feel they are entitled to reap significant benefits without
understanding that every business must
continue to earn its right to exist in the
marketplace.
During this stage of the business cycle,
family members usually find a way to
consolidate stockholders’ voting authority. Outside professional managers are
hired whose sole focus is the ongoing
growth and development of the business.

WHERE IS YOUR
BUSINESS IN THIS CYCLE?
The 2009 U.S. Trust survey found that
the majority of owners in family businesses had inadequate business succession, asset protection and estate plans in
place. These families ran successful
businesses, but were much less adept
when it came to passing their companies
from one generation to the next. Only
15 percent of family-owned companies
survive
past the second generation,
according to the study.
There is something wrong with this
picture! These business owners are
bright, articulate, talented, wealthy - and
they are missing the mark. I believe that
this is because the bulk of the decisions
associated with family business planning
are emotional. Here is a partial list of
stressors in family businesses which can
result in business failure.
• Disagreement about business goals
or decision making styles.
• Differences concerning management
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styles and work habits.
• Worries related to money.
• Inability to separate personal and
business lives.
• Spending too much time together.
• The pain of criticism is increased
when it comes from family.
• Difficulty separating the role of business partner from that of father,
brother, sister, mother, etc.
• The feeling of the business leader
that he or she is “bulletproof”.
Once the business owner faces his or
her own mortality and deals with these
and any other issues that may be negatively impacting the business, the next
hurdle is to address the fear of giving up
control. There are several widespread
behaviors leading to successful family
business relationships and, ultimately,
transition. This is hard work. The list
includes:
• Placing family relationships first.
• Showing great respect for one another regardless of the situation.
• Communicating closely and carefully.
• Carving the turf appropriately.
• Understanding that each family member has special skills.
• Finding ways to use each family
member appropriately.
• Binding family ties.
• Laughing together.
• Putting egos in check.
• Competing with the outside world,
instead of each other.
Often, addressing personal relation-
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Even though I
am working outside the
business, I expect to get
significant compensation
as a part owner!

ships that form the core of a family business’ reason for being, is a more important exercise than other strategic day-today issues facing furniture retailers.
Once problem areas that contribute to
business weaknesses are minimized, real
opportunity for business longevity and
the development of family wealth are
maximized.
Several key factors allow this type of
strength, growth, and development to
take root. This begins with the creation of
a family board (or council, or team). This
group lays the foundation that allows
family members to express themselves
and participate in the overall direction of
the firm. This board is controlled by the
single leader who remains the ultimate
authority and has full veto power of any
of the ideas brought forth by the group.
In my experience in dealing with family
boards, the veto is rarely if ever used
because families typically act in the best
interest of the business.
As a result of belonging to this family
board, family members develop a better
perspective of the issues and opportunities facing their business. Over time, the
family culture of the single leader begins
to spread to multiple family members
who act more responsibly in making
business decisions.
A word of caution here: not every family can do this. Unfortunately, there are
situations that have already “drawn
blood.” There are families where communication has completely broken
down; anger, resentment, and disrespect
have overtaken nearly everyone. This is a
sad state of affairs. If your family is one
of these, constructive communication
has likely passed like water over the
dam.
Fortunately, in most families these
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Today we need
to look at how to
prevent conflicts that
sometimes negatively
impact coordination
in our business.

“Everyone in the family must come
with the mindset of a participant;
no boss or worker mindsets are
allowed.”
behaviors are not ongoing issues. More
often, family members share a common
bond. There is real affection. Families
are able to communicate and work
together to accomplish the life plans of
family members as they relate to the
business and beyond.
Family boards should be developed as
soon as it possibly makes sense.
Typically, by the time the next generation
reaches young adulthood, or even in
some cases their late teenage years,
young people understand the importance of moving the company forward.
Do not wait to start this process.
The ideal makeup of a family board
and its actions will vary from family to
family. Here are some general principles
that are essential to making any family
board function properly:
An outside counselor can help to
provide objective and seasoned
instruction during the meetings to ensure
that each member of the family board
has the opportunity to express his or her
real true feelings and opinions of the
issues at hand, in a safe environment.

1.

Allow all family members to speak
freely
during
the
meeting.
2.
Established levels of authority should be
thrown out the window before each
meeting begins. Everyone in the family
must come with the mindset of a participant; no boss or worker mindsets are
allowed. These meetings should happen
no less than monthly and they need to
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take priority over the day-to-day running
of the business.
Don’t waste valuable time chasing
after unproductive, unattainable,
3.
or unrealistic subjects. The following topics can gain strength and depth over
time as they are worked through on a
regular basis:
• Management standards.
• Family involvement in the business.
• Management succession.
• Ownership of company stock.
• Outside issues like the banking,
legal, accounting, etc.
• Relationship management.
• Conflict prevention.
• Conflict resolution.
• Future planning.
The future of our industry lies in the
hands of family businesses. Family is a
tough business. To achieve generational
success, families must implement an
organized process that allows each key
family member to discuss relevant business issues, and express them in a useful,
appropriate and professional way.
Lasting family businesses are owned
by strong families who share common
beliefs, values and characteristics. As the
Pulitzer Prize winning poet, essayist, and
translator Mark Strand said, “The future
is always beginning now.”
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David Lively, partner at The Lively
Merchant, has over 20 years hands-on
experience in the home furnishings
industry, from the warehouse to the sales
floor to the boardroom. He has walked
the walk and talked the talk from the
family-owned, single-site store to the
multi-state, multi-million dollar operation;
from sales training to computer programming; from warehouse construction and
operations to financial management;
from new store construction to complete
renovation. Twice named to the "Beyond
the Top 100" list of independent retailers
and 1997 "Ohio Retailer of the Year,"
David's wisdom was won on the front
lines of a furniture store and his battle
scars have given him compassion for
counseling today's retail warrior. David’s
experience has led him to address the
issues of the transfer of authority, responsibility and wealth from one furniture
store generation to the next. The surviving legacy of your family business
depends on your plan for transition, and
David has developed a system for helping to identify goals, strengths and
opportunities during this crucial time.
Read more of David Lively’s articles
for family furniture businesses on the
furninfo.com website. You can reach
David by calling 740.415.3192 or email
him at davidL@furninfo.com. David has
offered free phone consultations to any
FURNITURE WORLD readers who would
like to talk about topics related to family
business transition.
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RETAIL FURNITURE HERITAGE

1800-2010

Retail Furniture Stories -Part 4
by Janet Holt-Johnstone

I

t seemed eminently logical
when we began to solicit and
gather retailers' stories of success and survival, to arrange
these histories in chronological
order. To our fascination and surprise, many tales had their roots in
the mist of the early 1800s, back
before the founding of Furniture
World magazine in 1870. These stories became archival celebrations of
our industry's real pioneers.
Since then we progressed in Part
One from 1820 to 1911. Part Two
surveyed the years from 1913 to
the 1940s. Part Three occasioned a
slight backtrack to 1931 through to
1950.

But just as we began to organize
Part Four, we were contacted by Ric
Fiegel, President and Store
Manager of McKinstry’s Home
Furnishings of Beaver Dam,
Wisconsin. Said Ric, “Our store has
a longer legacy than many featured
in your retail furniture heritage
section. We started in 1858, and
are still owned by the same family!”

1858 - MCKINSTRY’S
HOME FURNISHINGS
We’re more than happy to introduce John McKinstry, the founder,
who delivered cabinetry and caskets by horse and wagon to the citizens of Beaver Dam, a town now of

John McKinstry, the founder of McKinstry’s,
transported furniture, cabinetry and caskets
by horse and wagon to the citizens of Beaver
Dam in 1858. McKinstry’s has taken care to
preserve its history. On display is a old pump
organ, photos of woodworking tools used by
actor Fred MacMurray and historical documents
such as the contract showing payment for
$179.60 paid to McKinstry-Yauman Co., Home
Furnishings of Enduring Beauty” for a 1931
funeral.
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about 18,000, situated 20 miles
northwest of Madison, the state
capital of Wisconsin, “and just a little
further
northwest
of
Milwaukee”.
John came originally from
Quebec, Canada in 1855, his intent
to hand-craft furniture and burial
caskets for early settlers. By 1858,
J. McKinstry Company had established a firm foundation of quality
that has endured to this day.
Ric told us that McKinstry’s
motto, “Where customers matter
and quality counts”, has defined
their goal for 152 years. “We are a
conservative store, and that train
of thought has served us well, but
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“Today our niche, as in the past, is
diversity. Yes, we sell furniture,
but our design team puts us out
ahead of others. People come to us
for decorating assistance and, last
April, we held our first Decorating
Seminar, a huge success!”
-Ric Fiegel, McKinstry’s Home Furnishings

we have always kept up with or
started the latest trends.”
He gave us some examples. “In
the late 1800s, a newspaper ad
boasted that we had ‘the finest
hearse in Dodge County’ and that
we could ‘make to order on short
notice all kinds of coffins’.
“Then in the teens of the next
century, when carpet was first
manufactured in 9x12 pieces,
McKinstry’s was the first in our
area to offer this new product to the
public. The late Randall McKinstry
explained how the carpets were
stored in the old barn piled 10 feet
high and were available in light
beige and dark beige, the only
colours available at the time. That
old barn was previously home to
the horses that pulled the original
hearse and the old delivery wagon.
In the ‘20s, our new motorized
hearse was also the first ambulance
service.
“Jumping ahead to the ‘70s when
waterbeds were just starting to
come on the scene, we studied the
markets and devoted one sixth of
our selling space to waterbeds. We
had the largest offering in the area.”
McKinstry’s Home Furnishings
rapidly outgrew the original location and moved to the present site
at 131 Front Street in Beaver Dam;
the company also included the
funeral home. Both family and business grew, and the store was
renamed John McKinstry and Son

14

Furniture when W. D. McKinstry, at
the age of 16, joined his father in the
firm. W. D.’ s son, William Randall,
made his lifelong commitment to
the company in the early 1920s.
Forty years later, John B.
McKinstry, the founder’s great
grandson and Ric H. Fiegel joined
the firm, and the name evolved to
McKinstry’s Home Furnishings.
The store itself has been updated
and renovated but, says Ric, “We
always work hard to preserve the
historical significance of our buildings. Our efforts are rewarded
when we give guided tours to
inquisitive children from our local
grade schools.
“Today our niche, as in the past,
is diversity. Yes, we sell furniture,
but our design team puts us out
ahead of others. People come to us
for decorating assistance and, last
April, we held our first Decorating
Seminar, a huge success! And we
do custom picture framing and both
furniture and clock repair. For our
ever-growing older population, we
offer a huge line of lift chairs and
scooters.
“We celebrated our 150th
anniversary two years ago and, in
connection with this, teamed up
with La-Z-Boy and became a La-ZBoy Comfort Studio.
“Today, we also utilize the internet with our web site www.mckinstryshomefurnishings.com, and
we are on Facebook. However, we
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did not get into the ‘dot com’ frenzy
of the ‘80s. I remember reading
many furniture publications at the
time about how the dot coms were
going to take over the brick and
mortar stores. Guess who won!
“Twenty years or so ago, we
dreamed up our ‘Friday the 13th
Sale’. We still run it today and it’s a
great promotion for us. It’s not
uncommon for customers to call in
advance of the next Friday the
13th, asking if we are going to have
the sale for sure!
“The McKinstry staff has always
been community minded. There’s a
small church in Beaver Dam dating
back to the early 1900s. W. D.
McKinstry (the second generation)
donated the money for the stained
glass windows; his name is etched
in one of the windows. He was also
a founding member of our local
Chamber of Commerce; I am still
very active today. In 2006 we were
honoured to be selected as Chamber
Business of the Year.
“Our local Y.M.C.A. constructed a
new building three years ago, and
we’re proud of the fact that one of
the two pools is named ‘The
McKinstry Competitive Pool’ due to
the generous donation of John B.
McKinstry. The family interest in
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McKinstry’s staff members (l-r): Ric Fiegel, Sandy Dray,
Ron Fiegel, Chris Sell and John B. Mckinstry are standing on
their 150 year old hand-cranked wooden elevator that is still in
use. Many years ago it was used to haul caskets from the
basement to the third floor.
Celebrating Sandy Dray's 25th anniversary with McKinstry's, are,
sitting (l-r), Linda Ferstl , Sandy Dray, and Heather Madeiros.
Standing (l-r) are Ric Fiegel, John B. Mckinstry, Ron Fiegel and
Gary McFarlane.

the Y.M.C.A. dates back to 1927,
when Bea Bonner McKinstry, then
a teenager, saw her three friends
drown in Fox Lake, 10 miles from
Beaver Dam. She was a strong
swimmer and, when the boat
tipped over, was the only one to
survive. Because of Bea’s commitment to have everyone learn how
to swim, the McKinstry family
started an endowment fund at the
Y.M.C.A. which still provides free
swimming lessons to anyone who
applies.
“And our international claim to
fame is the McKinstry’s long standing
friendship
with
Fred
MacMurray, the movie star, lead
player of ‘My Three Sons’, and a
native of Beaver Dam. He worked
with Randall McKinstry while they
both were in high school. They
unpacked freight, did deliveries
and helped wherever they were
needed. Fred went on after high
school and became world famous,
but remained life long friends with
Randall and Bea, Randall’s wife,
and John B. McKinstry, their son
and present owner.
“Whenever Fred MacMurray and
his wife June Haver came back to
Beaver Dam they would stay at the
McKinstry home. In the ‘40s, the
city would have a huge parade for
Fred, and in the ‘50s and ‘60s there
would be endless cars driving past
the McKinstry home. And he
always made it a point to come
down to the store. It was thrilling
for me to be a part of that. The
McKinstry’s also visited the
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MacMurrays at their ranch in
California several times.
“An interesting story I can share
certainly shows our commitment to
our motto, ‘Customers Matter and
Quality Counts’. In 2008, during
our anniversary celebrations, we
did a lot of historical research. We
found an entry from the ‘30s in an
old ledger book about a lady who
had purchased a chair. She found
she couldn’t pay for it because of
the Depression. Instead, she paid
off her balance by bringing eggs
into the store whenever she could.
She bought her chair with eggs!
“We believe that longevity in any
successful business comes with an
experienced, well-trained and stable staff. McKinstry’s has survived
because of our good and dedicated
staff members, most of whom have
been with us for over 25 years. Our
present staff includes myself, I do a
little of everything! And Sandy
Dray, our head decorator, Ronney
Fiegel in picture framing and sales,
Linda Ferst, office and sales,
Heather Madeiros in sales, and
Chris Sell with window treatments
and design. Gary McFarlane and
Austin Fiegel take care of set up
and delivery.
Lastly, John B.
McKinstry, now semi-retired,
comes in occasionally to look
things over, and then he’s off to one
of the many boards of directors’
meetings he’s involved with.”
McKinstry’s is Beaver Dam’s oldest business, and also the oldest
family-owned home furnishings
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centre in Wisconsin. But Ric and
his staff, with their energies directed towards continuing success,
were focused during our series of
contacts on “putting together a proposal for providing the furniture,
window treatments and accessories for a new, long term care
facility that is under construction
in our area. We landed the contract,” said Ric. Of course they did!

SAVOIR -1889
Chronologically again, edging our
way back to the 1950s, we were
made aware of a happening in 1905
that presaged a 10-store U. S. retail
thrust 105 years later! The legendry impresario, Richard D’Oyly
Carte had opened the illustrious
Savoy Hotel in 1889, his commitment from the outset to provide
guests with every creature comfort. By 1905, it was decided that
no bed on the market was good
enough for The Savoy, and a prestigious upholsterer, James Edwards
Limited, was commissioned to create the bespoke, or handmade-toorder, “Savoy Bed”. An instant suc-
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Retail Histories -Part 4
cess, it’s still made today as the
Savoir No2 Bed. And in the interim, celebrities of various stripes,
have slept upon it and raved about
it. A short list from the past,
Winston Churchill, Harry S.
Truman, Noel Coward, Enrico
Caruso, Giacomo Puccini, Maria
Callas, Marilyn Monroe, Elizabeth
Taylor, Charlie Chaplin and John
Wayne! Add to that Lisa Minnelli,
Oprah Winfrey, Madonna, Elton
John, the Aga Khan and Emma
Thompson, more recently, and
many, many other well-rested, wellknown clients.
The Savoy Bed was such a success, the hotel feared it might be
sold to competitor hotels, so they
bought James Edwards Limited
and kept The Savoy and the other
hotels they owned, Claridge’s, The
Connaught and The Berkeley supplied. Famous guests were allowed
to buy their beds, if they so desired
. . . . and most of them did.
One particular purchase stands
out. Claridge’s was the place to
stay for overseas royalty when

they visited British royals. The
late King Hassan II of Morocco was
a regular guest, travelled with his
own retinue and many pieces of his
own furniture. He would usually
book an entire floor. His personal
mattress, on one occasion, was
damaged in transit and he was
forced to use The Savoy Bed! Such
was his enthusiasm for the substitute that he ordered 24 mattresses
for his palace the very next day!
But times change and, in 1997,
the “Bedworks” was put up for sale
with the proviso that beds had to be
hand constructed to the same
amazing standard. The current
owners realized this commitment
was essential to the quality of the
product and the future of the company. Said Alistair Hughes, owner
and CEO, “Savoir’s presence in the
U.S. is timely. Savoir represents a
smart investment in healthy living
and smart economics. Our mattresses are custom made of superior quality, all natural materials and
crafted to last a lifetime, ergonomically better for body and mind, free
of toxins and allergens and showcase our artisan’s meticulous
skills gleaned over the course of
100 years.”

Savoior’s new retail
location on Wooster
Street in Soho, New
York City.
18
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Savoir has served The Savoy in
its 100 million pound sterling
refurbishment this year by supplying mattresses for its most prestigious rooms, the Royal Suite and
the top 20 riverside suites.
The company began its retail
thrust in 1997, with the first retail
showroom opening in 2001 in
Wigmore Street, London. Now
there are more showrooms in the
U.K. plus outlets in Paris, Lyon and
Nice in France; Berlin, Germany
with a second showroom coming
soon; Prague, Czech Republic; and a
number of additional showrooms in
Europe and globally to be
announced in the New Year.
Coincident with the reopening of
The Savoy after its refurbishment,
Savoir made its U.S. debut in New
York City, a delightful setting on
Wooster Street in SoHo. Other
store openings have or will unfold
at Shop in Shop at Thread Count in
the Miami Design District; Shop in
Shop at Parnian Furniture,
Scottsdale, Arizona; Savoir Vbed
Store, Austin, Texas; and Savoir
Store, Los Angeles, California.
Said Alistair Hughes, “Times are
tough, still Savoir continues to
grow, even in our oldest market,
the U.K. The last few years have
been crucial as we, after over 100
years, have gone from a business
with the majority of sales in our
home market to one that exports
the majority of its production.
“To succeed with a high end piece
of furniture (an average Savoir
retails around $15,000-$20,000)
it is essential to have exceptional
sales professionals and the right
branded environment. Our partners excel: they are driven and
hugely client focused, having as
they do a real stake in the business, but are backed up by the
Savoir Beds brand. Think global,
act local!
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Make plans to visit the
2011 Furniture Expo
February 28 - March 2
www.indianawoodcrafters.com

Offering Eco-Friendly products
and shipping

Hand crafted, Heirloom Quality furniture is a
family tradition in Northern Indiana.
Today’s builder has an appreciation for the
traditional way of crafting and it shows in the
quality of the furniture piece.

Solid Hardwood Furniture
built in Northern Indiana for
every room in the home.

Northern Indiana Woodcrafters Association
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Pictured is Jerome’s downtown opening
in 1954, a truck clearance sale in 1981, and
early interior shots of the downtown store location.

Retail Histories -Part 4
“The key has been never to compromise on quality. We believe that
if we successfully communicate the
quality of a Savoir Bed in terms of
craftsmanship, natural materials
and bespoke construction, we will
always find customers willing to
pay a fair price. Too many businesses in the furniture industry
chase price, leading to falling quality and thereby opening themselves
up to competition from cheaper
markets. As a result, they are left
with no competitive advantage.
“The new economy is all about

ARE YOU A RETAILER
with an interesting story?

shifting perceptions. People spend
thousands on a watch or vacation,
and more on a car, but they are
reluctant to invest in something in
which they spend a third of their
lives. Savoir is not about selling
beds; it is about selling quality of
life through sound, peaceful sleep.
A Savoir bed is for the true connoisseur who understands that a
perfect night’s sleep is priceless!”
Marketing is extensive everywhere and includes advertising, for
example, in Elle Décor, and the
Financial Times, with hefty public
relations activities resulting in lead
stories in GQ, The Robb Report, The
Times Magazine and The Daily
Telegraph with many, many more
to follow. Savoir also has an excellent, comprehensive and entertaining website, www.savoirusa.com.

JEROME’S FURNITURE -1954
th

BE PART OF OUR 140
YEAR CELEBRATION

Our editors are looking for more
furniture retail histories to feature
in future issues. Call 914-235-3095
or email russ@furninfo.com
for more information.
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We’ve edged both forward, then
back again, and our time machine
landed next in 1954 on the West
Coast, when Jim Navarra and two
partners took advantage of goods,
becoming plentiful after the conclusion of World War II. Discounters of
all types were springing up
throughout the country. Their
location of choice for “Strep’s
Warehouse” was downtown San
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Diego, and it was the ideal place to
open the first discount furniture
warehouse. The new venture was
wildly successful.
Moving on to 1960, Jim became
the sole owner. San Diego was now
in recession, and Jim struggled
throughout the decade but managed to forge the framework for
future success.
In 1968, he
changed the store’s name to
“Jerome’s Furniture Warehouse”.
The second generation of
Navarras joined the family business in the ‘70s and the added
energy helped the company grow
from a “mom and pop” furniture
store to one of the leading furniture
stores in the country. Jerome’s
became notorious for television
advertising campaigns which
directly challenged large competitors. He coined the phrase “No

“We felt embarrassed to
be in an industry that
asked for business
based on how much it
was giving it away.
-Jerry Navarra, Jerome’s Furniture
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Shown is Jerome’s Furniture’s San Marcos groundbreaking in 1979.
Also pictured (lower right) is Jerry Navarra, President, plus Jerry,
his sisters and parents JIm and Esther.

Glitter” during this period, which
explained the company’s low prices
through low-overhead warehouse
displays.
Four branch stores were added in
San Marcos, Chula Vista and El
Cajon, and the first new Superstore
in Scripps Ranch, all this between
1980 and 1990. It had become obvious that customers now wanted
one-stop
shopping
and
the
Superstore was Jerome’s answer, a
much larger store with stimulating
interiors that gave shoppers lots of
decorating ideas and showed furni-

ture as if it were in someone’s
home. Four of the five stores made
the transition to Superstores by
2000 and, in that same year, the
original downtown store moved to
the former Levitz building on West
Morena Boulevard.
Jerry Navarra, third generation
and now President, is Jerome’s
principal storyteller and he communicates well the company’s
vibrant philosophy. He said, “Our

‘promotional years’ began in the
early 1980s with the Bassett aided
promotions using the headline,
‘Every item – Every department on
Sale’. We later added on ‘no inter-
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Retail Stories - Part 4
est’ promotions that began with ‘3 months same as cash’,
and grew into ‘3 years same as cash’.
“At some point, we realized the promotions were another
form of retail barbiturates. Over time, it took a greater and
greater offer to inspire customers to shop. It became ridiculous. We felt embarrassed to be in an industry that asked for
business based on how much it was giving it away. Finally,
in 2008, after considerable planning, we made the switch to
low prices every day, and no haggling. We haven’t had a
storewide sale in two and one half years. People now shop
with us because we have a good selection of good merchandise that is in stock. Our price is competitive every day, so
customers can buy when it is convenient for them. They are
willing to pay for good service that provides them with
immediate gratification. The new program had a wobbly
beginning, however we knew there was no turning back. We
bet the farm and it succeeded.
“I actually had no intention of being in the family business.
But I came home for awhile to support my parents. My dad’s
health was deteriorating, so any place you looked, you could
improve. I did anything and everything. I said, ‘We’re opening on Sundays’. He also had a problem with salesmen that
were alcoholics so I said, ‘We are going to terminate this person, even though he is a superstar salesman’. At that time
they sold electronics and major appliances, so another early
decision was I encouraged him to drop those other lines and
only focus on furniture. The first year after I returned
home, we were up 60 percent.”
When asked about a defining moment in the history of his
operation, Jerry said, “You really discover how good your
associates are when the chips are down. Over the years
many industry people have remarked that they would
rather quit than re-experience a distribution center move,
or the change to a new computer platform. These two events
are continually mentioned as the stress apex of careers.
Unfortunately, because of delays and technical difficulties,

“The new economy is all about shifting
perceptions. People spend thousands on a
watch or vacation, and more on a car, but
they are reluctant to invest in something
in which they spend a third of their lives.”
-Alistair Hughes, Savoir, owner and CEO
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Panorama of
Jerome’s El Cajon
store, opening of
the Corona store
July, 2010, and the
Chula Vista
storefront.
we experienced both events concurrently! Our associates were
exemplary while they were hammered by an unbelievable situation. The pressure was so constant
that it was hard to breathe. It took
two horrendous years to work out
of our predicament. To my astonishment, almost everyone rose to
the occasion and performed
admirably. For me, words like
intrepid, loyal and persevering
took on a new meaning.
“We are committed to an accurate inventory with a 90 per cent
in-stock rate. This allows us to
deliver on the same day as the sale
date if desired, make the entire
delivery in one stop, and not get
bogged down on the phone discovering and disseminating merchan-

ARE YOU A RETAILER
with an interesting story?
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BE PART OF OUR 140
YEAR CELEBRATION

Our editors are looking for more
furniture retail histories to feature
in future issues. Call 914-235-3095
or email russ@furninfo.com
for more information.
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dise ETAs. We can be more efficient
and productive while our customers appreciate the good service.
All parties are happier.”
Jerry feels that a “notable
achievement for Jerome’s is its
involvement in the creation of the
super premium Sleep Therapy mattress brand. The company has
been actively involved in mattress
design since Jim Navarra suggested that a manufacturer quilt its
mattresses
in
the
1950s.
Recognizing the need for a future
generation mattress product,
Jerome’s worked with a major supplier to create the revolutionary
new concept. It’s a true breakthrough in unparalleled comfort
and durability. Incredibly successful, the design has been mimicked
by the largest names in the mattress industry.
“Today,”
Jerry
continued,
“Jerome’s leads the local furniture
industry, with seven showrooms in
southern California.
In 2010,
Jerome’s expanded out of San
Diego County and opened two new
stores in the Inland Empire. We’ve
also an e-commerce website providing avenues for consumers to enjoy
online furniture viewing and buying. There is a fleet of more than
30 delivery trucks, the largest
stores in San Diego, one of the
largest inventories west of the
Mississippi, complete wood and
upholstery service shops and a
knowledgeable staff with years of
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furniture retailing experience. As
the third generation joins the company, Jerome’s remains committed
to continually improving its ability
to better serve its customers.”
Jerome’s was recognized as the
2008 Retailer of the Year by the
Western
Home
Furnishings
Association (WHFA) and, for nine
consecutive years in a row has
been awarded the Best in Home
Furnishings by the 2009 San Diego
Union Tribune Readers’ poll.
Said Jerry, “Along with numerous business recognitions as the
best furniture store, customers
know they can count on Jerome’s
to make it easy to shop for furniture with service support including
interior design, same day delivery
and financing”.
In their excellent website, we
found Jerry’s concluding words:
“Time is money. The more you

“We are committed to an
accurate inventory with
a 90 per cent in-stock
rate. This allows us to
deliver on the same day
as the sale date if desired,
make the entire delivery
in one stop.”
-Jerry Navarra, Jerome’s Furniture
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The historic J. D. McDonald House as it originally
appeared as the Kirby Hospital around the turn of
the century. Built as a private residence in 1887
it was the first home of Interior’s by Joan. The
Omaha studio location is pictured below.

“We strive to anticipate
our clients’ needs and
constantly exceed their
expectations.”
-Lindi Janulewicz, Marketing Director

drive across town looking for that
perfect piece of furniture, the more
expensive that furniture becomes.
With the largest selection of instock furniture in Southern
California, we’re sure you’ll find
exactly what you’re looking for at
Jerome’s. Our huge superstores
feature hundreds of items for every
room in your home. Almost all
items are in-stock and can be in
your home today.
“At Jerome’s, it just feels a little
different. That’s because we’re a
locally owned family business with
over 55 years of experience in
Southern California. With our low
pressure selling style and friendly
atmosphere, we think you’ll appreciate the difference. But don’t take
our word for it. see for yourself.”
The last three words are highlighted. Click on them and check
Jerome’s
recognition,
at
www.jeromes.com. An interesting
exercise.

INTERIORS JOAN
& ASSOCIATES -1963
Another short time machine
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maneuver, this less than a decade
after Jerome’s founding, but in a
different part of the country entirely, Schuyler, Nebraska. It was in
1963 that Interiors by Joan and
Joan opened for business. Joan
Sorensen Ronan and her friend,
Joan Berglund, both studied interior design in school and had decided
to start a business together.
About three years later, however,
Berglund married and moved to
Thailand, and Joan Sorensen
Ronan relocated the business to
her hometown, Fremont, Nebraska.
She eventually settled in the historic J. D. McDonald House, a gorgeous Queen Anne mansion built as
a private residence in 1887.
Through the years, the building
has served a multitude of purposes.
It was a private residence, twice a
hospital, home to several businesses, amongst them a funeral home,
and it eventually became the birthplace of Interiors by Joan.
Interestingly, it was also the birthplace of Joan Sorensen Ronan; during its tenure as a Military
Hospital!
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With such a history and with
their extraordinary talent bank,
the business grew and grew. Joan
hired a secretary, her first employee, in 1967, then began to take on
additional designers. Ten years
later,
her
daughter,
Diane
Gernstein, joined the business,
then Nancy Pesavento in 1985, the
same year that the Omaha,
Nebraska studio location opened.
Another studio location, this in
Lincoln, Nebraska opened in 2003,
and in 2005, Gernstein and
Pesavento bought the business
from Sorensen Ronan.
In June of 2007, Interiors Joan
and Associates moved its Omaha
studio into a new, larger building,
to accommodate the growth of the
business. The Fremont studio location was consolidated into the new
larger Omaha studio in June, 2009,
making that location the firm’s
headquarters.
Lindi Janulewicz, Marketing
Director of Interiors Joan and
Associates told us that the firm’s
“continued success is a direct
result of over four decades of col-
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See Us In Las Vegas
Building A - Space 540
On The Walkway To Building B.
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Pictured is Diane Gernstein (top),
Allied Member ASID and Nancy
Pesavento, ASID, the owners of
Interiors Joan and Associates.

“We work to develop
and implement
detailed marketing
plans that include
lots of ‘out of the
box’ ideas and ways
to not only stay in
front of our clients,
but to involve them
in our industry.
-Lindi Janulewicz

lective ‘eureka’ moments, insightful plans and defining moments. A
few clear components remain constant. First, our founder and current owners are incredibly progressive. Secondly, our company was
built and continues to grow on
sound business practices. Third,
we work to develop and implement
detailed marketing plans that
include lots of ‘out of the box’ ideas
and ways to not only stay in front of
our clients, but to involve them in
our industry, educating them about
what we do and the value of our
services and products. Fourth, we
partner only with the best product
vendors and installers. Fifth, we
strive to anticipate our clients’

LIKE FURNITURE WORLD?
Want to receive every issue?

1 Year Complimentary
SUBSCRIPTION
Itʼs Easy!
visit http://www.furninfo.com
click on Subscribe/Renew
Make sure you get the latest
industry news! Also sign up for
our free weekly e-newsletter.
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needs and constantly exceed their
expectations. And last, we build
strong relationships and are committed to providing our client with
unquestionable value.
“While a company’s history,
much like a person’s lifetime, is
comprised of a multitude of defining moments, the stand-out in the
history of Interiors Joan and
Associates would have to be the
opening of our new Omaha studio
location. Taking on the challenge
and responsibility of relocating an
established business to a beautiful
new building is scary, exciting and
rewarding, all at once, especially in
these economic times. Opening a
larger studio has allowed us to
house our accounting staff under
one roof, streamlining our business
procedures and offering our clients
a more efficient experience. This
new location has allowed us to
expand our library, offering our
designers more creative resources
and our clients more purchasing
options. With more visibility and
an expanded showroom, the new
studio location has been the key
element that has set our firm apart
in these times and made the biggest
difference in the growth of our
company.
“We recognize the importance of
supporting the community that has
supported us so generously and
loyally for so many years. A few
ways that we have benefited our
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clients, supported the community
and, in turn, ensured the success of
our firm are that we give home
accessory donation items to select
charity galas and silent auctions to
support and be involved with our
community. Our designers are
devoted to their work, their families and their charities! Many of
our employees are involved with
whatever organization within the
community feeds their passion.
And our firm takes advantage of
every networking opportunity possible.”
What began as one determined
woman selling window treatments
and wall covering, has grown into a
successful full-service interior
design firm with 16 ASID affiliated
professional interior designers and
nine administrative/supportive
staff members.
Five of these
designers are professional members of ASID, and 11 of them are
Allied Members of ASID. Interiors
Joan and Associates is now one of
the largest, most established
design firms in Nebraska.
Time machines do allow for plot
creativity, especially on the part of
the pilot, especially when motivated by industry entrepreneurs
eager to share their histories, present happenings and future plans.
We welcome your input. And again
thank Ric Fiegel for his kindness in
contacting us with his gentle reprimand! Let’s hear from you!
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BEST SELLING DESIGN

A&J Woodworking
D&E Workshops
Contact information on index page 64.

Contact information on index page 64.

Schwartz Woodworking
Contact information on index page 64.
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Elran

Contact information on index page 64.

Perri Fine Furniture
Contact information on index page 64.

F&N Woodworking
Huppé

Contact information on index page 64.
Contact information on index page 64.
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BEST SELLING DESIGN

Dutailier
Keystone

Contact information on index page 64.

Durham
Contact information on index page 64.

Contact information on
index page 64.
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Decor-Rest
Contact information on index page 64.

Capel

Contact information on index page 64.

Gautier

Contact information on index page 64.
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Your Golden Sales Opportunity

GENDER AWARENESS
Part 1: Adjust your sales presentation. Men and women shop differently.
Sales & Management Skills by Margarett DeGange, M.Ed.

M

en and women—AHHH, they
make the world so interesting.
We have learned that Men
are from Mars, and Women
are from Venus, and we’ve been told that
we can’t live with them (the opposite sex)
but we can’t live without them either.
For the purposes of this Furniture
World article, let’s go a step further by
stating that we can’t run profitable retail
operations, and truly serve all of our customers, unless we understand the different ways that men and women need to
be satisfied and treated.
Your business will vault 10 steps
ahead if you take gender differences
seriously and adjust your approach to
attempt to meet the requirements, needs
and wants of male and female customers.
Most furniture retailers know for certain that men and women shop differently, but the majority can not succinctly
describe this phenomenon. In order to
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be your best as a sales professional, it is
important to know your customers’ basic
motivations (especially for female shoppers) so that you can be certain that your
sales procedures, the questions you ask,
and the tone and substance of conversations with prospects are in line with how
they think, process information, and
make buying decisions.

BE AWARE AND
MAKE ADJUSTMENTS
There is one hugely important trait that
all successful salespeople have in common. They are really good at being
aware of the communication styles of
others, and modify or adjust their behavior accordingly. You must be aware in
order to make adjustments that will lead
to greater sales and profits. That’s what
this article is all about. We will use it to
become aware of how the majority of
men and women think, do business, and
buy. Looking at generalities and assum-
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ing how people “are” may annoy some
of us, but the reality is that many general patterns do actually pan out. These
may or may not apply to you personally,
but they apply to the bulk of those who
enter into your business world. Although
you may be familiar with some of these
patterns, it’s time to tweak that knowledge towards business success.
In this article, we’ll take a look at how
men and women buy, and how salespeople can sell more. Also included are
practical tips, “What you can do”, to
help you put this information into action.

WOMEN-A HUGE MARKET
Females make up about 51 percent of
the U.S. population. According to Mary
Lou Quinlan, author of “Just Ask a
Woman,” and “Marketing to Women,”
women either purchase or influence the
purchase of over 80% of all products
and services and are responsible for 2/3
of all consumer spending worldwide.

“Women gather. Women want to
consider how a large purchase is
part of their overall life plan.
They do not like to be rushed.”
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Women buy for themselves for sure,
but the buying doesn’t stop there. As the
decision makers for about 90 percent of
purchases directly related to the household, women buy for their families, and
as business owners who want nice office
spaces, women buy for their businesses,
too. For almost 20 years now, women
have been starting businesses at almost
twice the rate of men. Women buy, and
their buying power is BIG!
You see this played out in your furniture and interior decorating related businesses regularly, as you deal with women
day-in and day-out, or as you deal with
male shoppers who are greatly influenced by the women in their lives. You
see it, but how exactly can you use this

knowledge to increase sales? How can
you make adjustments in your general
marketing strategy and selling platforms,
to target this market demographic more
effectively?

BRAND YOUR STORE
WITH WOMEN IN MIND
Targeting women shoppers through
your branding is a great business move,
and I don’t mean using just a portion of
your marketing dollars to reach women.
You should focus everything on her,
since, she either makes or influences
over 90% home-related purchases. It just
makes sense to make certain your
branding is all about her and the true
image of who she is, not some stereo-

typical old-fashioned norm. Today’s
woman is not just a housewife. She is a
mother, a business person, a community
leader, a fitness participant, and an intelligent, lifelong learner. Learn to understand the female shopper, and more
importantly, plan and adjust your marketing strategies to reach her and to
speak to her in terms of her lifestyle.
Suggested readings at the end of this
three-part series will give you additional
information on how to do this.
Your sales processes and marketing
strategies must do four things:
They must involve approaches that
1.
acknowledge the complexities of
women’s lives in terms of the many per-
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“Men are focused on getting what they came for and
getting out in a hurry. If they must do a little deciding at
the store, they make fast decisions”
sonal, family, and business roles women
have today.
They must come from a holistic
2.
approach that gets to the root of
the emotional reasons women buy.
They must not focus on comparing
your products and services to those
3.
of others—it must go deeper than that.
They must gain trust by making the
connection between the heart of
what women want, and your brand. This
allows you to become a meaningful part

4.

of their lives.
Once your marketing is squared away
and focused fully on the female shopper,
you should train your sales staff in the
concept of consultation selling directed
at women. Your staff should also learn
how to work with male customers. We’ll
look at both, while focusing a bit more
on woman shoppers.

what women shoppers want.
Targeting and catering to women in
your marketing and in your sales
processes does not, by any means
exclude men. What it actually does is up
your appeal to women by meeting their
needs and desires, while putting you in a
position with men to exceed their expectations.

It is a very good idea to make sure
that your sales force includes a number
of female salespeople who can skilfully
help customers and who can also help
the retail team be more in touch with

GENDER DIFFERENCES:
HOW MEN & WOMEN SHOP
When it comes to shopping, it can be
useful to think of men and women shoppers in terms of hunters or gatherers.
Men are generally the hunters. They
know what they want and they go to the
store to get it. They move quickly through
the space, and usually do not like to ask
a salesperson where to find something.
Men do not look at things in a store as
long as women do. Men are focused on
getting what they came for and getting
out in a hurry. If they must do a little
deciding at the store, they make fast
decisions (some men do a lot of quiet
researching and calculating before they
shop to get to this point).
Women gather. Women want to “feel”
their way through the shopping experience. Women want to consider how a
large purchase is part of their overall life
“plan”. They do not like to be rushed,
and they abhor the hard sell which reeks
of “hunting”, not “gathering”. Women
are focused on seeing how what they are
interested in purchasing will improve
their lives and relationships. Women
want to be heard, listened to, and taken
seriously. A woman wants to ponder and
openly interact with her thoughts and
with all of the many possibilities until she
comes to one she resonates with.
Part of the gathering mindset involves
gathering others’ opinions. Women ask
other women for their thoughts and
opinions about products and services
they are considering. Over half of
women’s purchases are influenced by the
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friends and opinion leaders they trust,
and if a woman is happy with a purchase, she shares that story with her
friends.

GENDER & PRICE
Men tend to shop or buy when they
have a specific need or desire. Once
they are sure of what they want, they may
not be too concerned with price, as long
as it seems generally fair. Women care
more about price because they are the
more experienced shoppers, but their
concern is not about absolute price.

Instead, it is about value for dollars
spent. They know what things are
“worth” based on comparisons from
their many shopping and store experiences.
Men rarely buy something they were
not planning on buying even if it is a
“very good deal” since they don’t buy
simply because of price. Women are
more prone than men are to buy something they really don’t need or didn’t
think they wanted because the price is
“very good”. When items fall into the
category of small purchases, say under

50 or 100 dollars, many women tend to
impulse shop, especially if the items are
of good quality. It makes women feel
good to get a good deal. They do not

“Women come back to
browse so many times,
which can frustrate an
unskilled salesperson.”

You never get a second chance
to make a first impression
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

White glove home delivery
Dedicated well-equipped modern fleet
Custom truck branding
Warehousing
State-of-the-art technology and reporting
Consumer surveys
On-site management and staff
LOGISTICS

We Deliver on the Details

703.530.0677

www.diakonlogistics .com
See Us In High Point
NHFA Retail Resource Center, Plaza Suites 1st Floor
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GENDER AWARE
usually impulse shop on large ticket
items, but their small impulse purchases
can certainly add up!
When purchasing large ticket items,
both men and women want companies
to stand behind the products and services they sell, and they don’t want to pay
extra for this. This is actually one area
they will research well if a warranty or
guarantee is of great importance to
them, and they will choose companies
that support their purchase and recognize the importance of their investment.
Women are especially interested in com-
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panies that stand behind what they sell
without charging extra for it.

Tip #1: Do more than your competition.
Do the “out of the box” thing. Offer warranties and guarantees that take the
unknown, the anxiety, and even the fear
out of making a large purchase that
could potentially have problems. Offer it
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to them at no extra charge!

THE PROCESS
WOMEN USE TO SHOP
Women are extremely sophisticated
shoppers. They are not only interested in
relationships and personal connection,
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they are also concerned about the quality and utility of products and services,
and of the status associated with them.
Women shop in stages. It is a process
of inclusion and discovery, particularly
when it comes to high ticket items.
Women verbalize, vocalize, look around,
browse, think, ponder, ask friends, and
visit showrooms and stores as they are
deciding whether or not to buy and what
to buy. Here is an important point: When
it comes to high ticket items, women go
out to shop to look for information,
options, and to formulate or create a
vision for their lives, not necessarily to
buy immediately. That’s one of the reasons they come back to “browse” so
many times, which can frustrate an
unskilled salesperson. If you can get hold
of this concept when a woman shopper
first comes in to your store, you (and she
too) will look forward to her next visit,
which gets closer to the actual sale. In a
recent FURNITURE WORLD article, Joe
Capillo goes so far as to suggest that the
salesperson’s goal on a first visit shouldn’t be to close a sale, but to get the customer to come back for a second visit,
when there is a much higher statistical
chace of closing the sale.
Part of this process of inclusion & dis-

“When purchasing
large ticket items, both
men and women want
companies to stand
behind the products
and services they sell,
and they don’t want to
pay extra for this.”

covery means women first have to imagine the possibilities, and then they must
see where their own personal tastes meet
with these possibilities. They then visualize the perfect scenario where the purchase will be applied or where it will fully
“play out” in their lives. Then they have
to plan for making the purchase, and
finally they buy with confidence. They
may then buy additional items to support
the initial purchase and to create the
best possible outcome in terms of quality of life. For example, if a woman were
to buy a new dining set, she is likely to
buy an area rug, a table runner and centerpiece or some candles with candleholders, and possibly even some new
window treatments to make the space
and the new “ambiance” complete. With

all of this in mind, you can see that the
typical sales process that starts with
“What are you looking for today” does
not match the actual process of inclusion
and discovery that women employ when
they shop. She does not know what she
wants, she is formulating, and this can
take time. The typically hard or semihard sales process of today actually
sends women running.

THE PROCESS MEN
USE TO SHOP
Men also have a buying process. It is
less consultive in nature and is usually
internalized up to the point when they
come to a decision about what they
want. They may start out by doing some
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“Women want the freedom to ponder the purchase.
On the other hand, women do not like to feel like
they’ve been abandoned.It’s a delicate balance.”
online research and they may ask the
opinion of a friend or two before coming
to a decision to buy. Before hitting the
store, they either have a very clear general idea regarding what they want to
buy, or they will already know the brand
and product name specifically. Once
they decide, it’s on to the store or showroom to make the purchase, money in
hand. They don’t really go out to “get
ideas and shop around”. At the store or
showroom, they go through a process of
elimination based on the general item
they know they are looking for. In
essence they are hunting for the item
they see in their mind’s eye. They may
see an item and know “this is not it”, and
they continue on until they see what they
already know they want. There is a good
chance their process of elimination will
bring them to the checkout counter at
the first store, or they will eliminate that
store entirely and head to another store
to make the purchase. Once they leave
a store, they may revisit it for the next
item on their shopping list, but in general, they won’t plan to come back for a
second shopping visit regarding a particular item.

Tip #2: Pay attention. Take every cus-

tomer seriously. Don’t assume you know
what they want, even if they say they
want something specific like a sofa. Ask
questions in such a way as to show interest. Don’t interrogate with questions that
are tainted with the flavor of the hard
sell, which really says all I care about
here is Me, not You.
Women especially, come into the store
to gather information and to discover
what is available, and possibly to buy. If
you approach them in a helpful and
friendly manner, they may buy this time,
or the next time when they return.
Let customers, both men and women
feel like they are in control of the sales
situation. Customers do not like to be
pressured. They do not like to be robbed
of their control, which for women
absolutely includes their prerogative to
ponder, and this pondering is an essential part of how she buys. She must be
able to do this with freedom, so give it to
her. On the other hand, women do not
like to be abandoned. If they feel that
they need help, and you are not available, they can get annoyed. It’s a delicate balance. If she does want to
browse, be sure and be close by with a
helpful attitude and a good knowledge
base when she needs assistance. Stay
connected!

In-House Financing with

Boost your profit
without the hard work.
CreditStar provides complete account processing and you keep the earned interest and fees.
Ask about the Furniture Industry Plan and other
finance management options – call American
Software & Computers or visit our website:

COUPLES
In situations where couples are shopping together, a wise salesperson will
make it a point to be aware, and sense
who the dominant figure is. There is usually a lead shopper, often the woman, in
stores that relate to furnishings and
home interiors. Although both the male
and the female shopping processes may
be at work, often one gender is leading
the decision to buy.

1.800.617.8271
www.creditstarsoftware.com
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Tip #3: Once you know who the
“leader” is, find a way to allow that per-
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son to express what he or she wants and
needs, while skillfully bringing the other
partner into the experience in a rich and
meaningful way through friendly, casual
dialog and through questions that help
get to the needs and desires of both
shoppers.

NEXT ISSUE
In the January/February issue of FURNITURE WORLD, this three-part series
will continue to break down the purchasing process for men and women in more
detail.
Margarett (Margo) DeGange, M.Ed. is
a Business and Design Coach in the
Home Fashions Industry. She creates and
delivers custom training programs for
managed businesses and their sales consultants to help them communicate better
with customers and increase sales and
profits. Margarett is a Writer and
Professional Speaker, and the President
of The DeGangi Group and The
DeGangi School of Interior Decoration,
with both on sight and on-line courses in
Interior Decorating, Marketing, and
Redesign. For almost 20 years she has
helped individuals and managed business owners in the interior fashions and
decorating industries to earn more while
fully enjoying the process.
Two of Margo’s popular products for
furniture store owners and their sales
professionals are The Decorating School
Crash Course Power-Ed Pack (9 design
lessons on video/audio with 12 hours of
content), and the matching Decorating
School Crash Course Learner Files to
measure learning, provide added interactivity, and motivate sales consultants to
own their opportunities for growth.
Visit Margo DeGange’s website at
www.DecoratingForProfits.com for more
information. Send email and questions to
her at Margarett@furninfo.com.
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From Jaipur Home’s Extensive “Good Earth” Reclaimed Collection

Quite Simply, The Best Furniture Made In India!
Discover Jaipur Home, in stock from our US warehouse or direct container.

See Us In Las Vegas & High Point
Las Vegas: WMC, Building B, #812/818

JAIPUR HOME
A Fine Wood Furniture Company

Tel: 479-273-1525 Fax: 479-254-0877
2601-9 SE "J" Street Bentonville, AR 72712
Email: sjohari@jaipurllc.com • website: www.jaipurllc.com
We never Outsource!
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Pay For

PERFORMANCE
It’s a path to success!

Operations Management by David McMahon

“

M

y bottom line is 14%.” That
was what a member of one of
our performance groups modestly reported recently. “Wow!”
and “How?” That was the reaction from
the audience.
In a time when businesses with decent
profitability are reporting around 5% net
income, this company is at the top of
their game. Are they just lucky? Are they
an anomaly? I think not. I’ve seen similar break out performances many times
– in ALL economies.
It comes down to this: to win you must
create a business environment that
breeds success – everywhere.
You see, a prime reason why top performing companies outperform their
average performing peers is they pay
extra when their people achieve better
results. These successful businesses
align their self interests with their employee’s self interests. They have a well executed Pay for Performance strategy (PFP).
They understand that everyone deserves
to make money – especially when they
make the business money.
In this article we will look at how to
create a winning PFP strategy for your
furniture business. Be sure not to miss
Chart #1 on the following page. It provides detailed examples of how you
might implement your strategy.
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The goal with PFP is to reward performance on the upside, above normal performance levels. This is not intended to
replace your regular salaries or bread
and butter sales commissions. It is
intended to focus people’s attention on
helping you accomplish certain business
objectives. PFP costs you nothing if executed correctly since you only pay when
productivity is increased. Best of all, it
gives people a vested interest in your
success by focusing their attention on
your organizational goals. There are five
basic steps to implementing a winning
PFP strategy:

STEP #1
Set Performance Objectives
“I don't care how much power, brilliance or energy you have, if you don't
harness it and focus it on a specific target, and hold it there you're never going
to accomplish as much as your ability
warrants.” ~ Zig Ziglar.
Goals and micro-goals are the basis
for PFP. You must know specifically where
you need improvement to establish proper goals. Furthermore, you must know
specifically how to make that improvement. For example, suppose you realize
that your warranty close rate averages
10% on sales that can have product war-
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rantees. Knowing that the best performing operations can close over 90%, it
tells you that this is an area of opportunity. Set a performance objective to
improve warranty sales. If you achieve
this micro-goal, your bigger goals of
increasing sales and gross margin could
also be realized.

STEP #2
Determine The Payment
Once you have your target set, you
need to define the motivating element.
Define the “carrot” for the “rabbits” to
chase. This should be customized to
your situation and your people. It could
be money, paid time off, merchandise,
dinner vouchers, sports’ tickets; you
name it, and don’t be afraid to be creative and fun. Let’s say that you interview
your sales associates and find that cash
should be the “carrot”. And just for fun,
let’s make this a team PFP program.
After working the numbers, you decide to
pay $1,000 per quarter to all sales associates for a 10% increase in the warranty close rate over the previous quarter’s
close rate.

STEP #3
Define How It Works
Keep it simple. Have the performance
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CHART 1: EIGHTEEN WAYS TO PAY FOR PERFORMANCE IN YOUR STORE
JOB FUNCTION

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE

PAYMENT

HOW IT WORKS

Sales Associates

Increase turns and free up cash Spiff markdown items or groups
by selling slow moving or excess to draw attention to merchandise
inventory faster.
being dropped. Varies on age of
item: $10-$100 / item or group.

Sales Team

Exceed monthly written and
delivered volume goals.

1 free vacation day / salesperson. If both written and delivered sales surpass targets, each member of the sales
team gets an extra vacation day.

Sales Manager

Increase core sales metrics:
average sale x close rate x # of
ups.

$1,000 in store voucher for every Track using a salesperson effectiveness that details: Written sales, number of
increase in all 3 metrics per quar- selling opportunities (ups or traffic), average sale, close ratio, revenue per up
ter.
(PIN number), gross margin.

Combined PFP: Sales
Manager and Inventory
Manager

Keep inventory to sales ratio
within responsible range. Get 2
key positions working together
on a very important metric.

Car allowance.

Buyer or Inventory
Manager

Increase GMROI.

For every 10 percent improvement A 10 percent improvement at $1,000,000 in inventory is $100,000 in extra
in GMROI over quarterly average, GM / year. If you pay 2% per quarter that is a $2,000 bonus.
pay a percentage of value.

Administrator

Obtain rewards from using com- Percentage of vacation award
pany credit cards responsibly.
points or percentage of cash
back.

Many credit cards allow a spiff for usage. Have your administrator find the
most beneficial card for your particular business. Either bonus them from a
percentage of cash back or a percentage of vacation award points. The credit
card must be paid off in full each month and no interest should be incurred.

Controller

Increase cash flow by increasing $1,000 at year end for achieving
and hitting current and quick
goals.
ratio targets.

Establish a quick and current ratio target for cash flow using a pro forma (budgeted) financial statement. Track and report each month to management team.

Warehouse

Maintain a 100% accurate
inventory.

The controller should pick a random aisle location each week and ask for the
exception report after the location is scanned. If no exceptions, the prize is
awarded.

Delivery Scheduling

Increase speed of delivery sched- $100 per week when over 95% of Review a sales complete for delivery report on a weekly basis to determine metuling and maximize utilization of completed sales are scheduled.
ric and bonus.
truck space.

Drivers

Perfect deliveries (no damages).

Service

Track source of damages and
Tickets to NHL hockey game.
overall service performed. Seek
to decrease service issues as a %
of delivered sales.

Warehouse Manager

Keep controllable warehouse
expenses under budgeted level.

Computer Tech

Achieve 100% up time of all crit- Internal tech: $100 Best Buy gift
ical systems during business
card. External: Negotiate a rate
hours.
structure that pays more if no
down time and less if down time.

Controller tracks the amount of system down time per month during operating
hours.

Marketing?
That's Everyone!

Increase traffic through word of
mouth.

Get a card made up for everyone in your company. EVERYONE. Tell your
employees that if a customer comes in and gives the card to a salesperson, the
commission will be split with them.

Total team, customers
and charity organization

Total team building and reinforc- Recognize 1 person for exception- Employees and customers can vote for an employee. Have a charity box and
ing PFP program.
al performance per month. $500 online form that says "Tell us if an employee went above and beyond."
to charity of winner’s choice.

All employees and
managers

Promote a healthy lifestyle and
tie it to the performance of the
business.

Annual company fitness member- Must meet or exceed profitability and cash flow targets on the financial pro
ship (first year free).
forma. Negotiate concurrent usage or corporate usage memberships.

General Management /
Ownership

Increase company profitability
and cash flow to enable long
term survival and maximize
shareholder EPS.

Percentage of profitability that
Annual bonus based on financial performance of the entire business. Note: the
exceeds pro forma target for prof- financial statements must be certifiably correct and normalized due to shareitability. Condition is that both
holder withdrawals.
cash flow and profitability targets
must be met.

Your Big Customers

Create buzz around town
Super Bowl Tickets.
amongst your biggest customers
and draw other big hitters.

When weekly cycle inventory has
no exceptions, give movie vouchers out to entire warehouse staff.

Pick a discontinued piece of merchandise (under retail $1,000) if
perfect deliveries for the month.

Selectively choose items on your mark down report where you want to add an
extra bonus. Print a spiff list once a week for spiff items available. Periodically
change items being spiffed to keep it fresh.

For every quarter that the inventory to sales ratio stays between 14-18%, a car
allowance of $500 for both the sales manager and the buyer will be extended
for the next quarter.

If all deliveries are delivered to the customers in perfect order without any
refusals or service issues due to damaged or defective products within 1 week
of the delivery.
Track source of service monthly. Determine areas of issues. Work with buyer
and vendor reps to improve. Figure number of items with service per delivered
sales x 100. Issue a prize on decrease.

Split a proportion of expenses that If controllable expenses are under targeted dollars and percentage of sales levare under targeted levels on the
els, split them by a predetermined proportion.
financial pro forma (budget) - $
and % of sales

Spilt commission for any employee referrals.

The customer with the most purchases gets a Super Bowl weekend - 2 tickets.
Invite 100 finalists to a private party (sale) to announce the winner. Customer
must be present to win. Customer must agree to be in photo for local press.
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SIMPLIFY INVENTORY
metric and term of measurement clearly
defined whether it be a month, quarter, or
year. Have the people that are responsible for performing, track and measure
the metric that you are trying to improve
every week. This will keep you moving
toward your target. By measuring along
the way, you can see if changes in strategy, methods, or further education are
needed. When it comes time to assess
the final measurement, you will already
know if you have obtained the result that
you were seeking. In our example, at the
end of the quarter, if a close rate of 20%
is reached, the team gets to split $1,000.
This is all to the up side. There is no loss
to the business. Everyone is happy. If not,
try again next quarter or make a change
to the program.

mance clearly improves making it easy to
manage. You’ve got a winner. Let your
winners run. On the other hand, if you
have a PFP program that is not producing the desired results, change it if the
metric is important. However, don’t be
afraid to drop and replace programs to
change the focus of your goals as your
organization changes. Let’s say that you
get your warranty close rates up to 70%
on a consistent basis and you are happy
with that; the effort that it might take to
get it up to 90% might not be worth the
time. Instead, you may decide to discontinue that program and replace it with a
PFP that focuses on increasing average
sales per individual. Keep your PFP strategy dynamic.

STEP #5

STEP #4

Set The Rules

Add, Drop, Change, Replace
Like merchandise, like employees, like
vendors, like all things, some PFP programs will work better than others. If you
create one that everyone likes, perfor-

Think of it like a game. Be creative.
Keep it simple. Keep it fun. Let others
keep score. Results are reported to you –
pay when your goals are realized.
Cheaters are penalized.

FINDING GREAT

INCLUDE EVERYONE
One important thing to understand
when creating your PFP strategy is ALL
departments and business partners
should be included. Don’t leave anyone
out. Improving sales metrics is not the
only factor that contributes to increased
cash flow and profitability. Every area,
from purchasing to accounting, should
be considered. You should even consider giving a bonus to your vendors and
customers for exceptional performance.
To stimulate your creative side, check
out Chart #1 on page 44. You can take
these ideas, customize them for your
business and people, and get started on
producing a PFP strategy.
David W. McMahon is an inventory
management and operations expert.
Questions about any aspect of retail
operations management or for help
implementing the 5 SMART Steps in your
business contact David care of FURNITURE WORLD at davidm@furninfo.com
or call him direct at 800-888-5564.

PEOPLE IS WHAT WE DO!

Furniture Team is your top talent recruiting solution! From mid-level managers to
top executives in retail, wholesale, and distribution--let us find the best candidates
for you. We will access, qualify, interview, evaluate, and secure potential candidates to help you get the best team possible.
• We work with home furnishings companies nationwide and abroad.
• We not only find great candidates for you, we can also assist in the offer/
negotiation and transition processes.
• We have worked with over 200 client companies in 10 years.
• Member, NFHA and WHFA.

Furniture Team Management Recruiting, Inc.
Call Pete Tomeck today! 717-361-7858 • www.furniture-team.com • pete@furniture-team.com
"I put my name on the line with each placement!--Pete Tomeck, President - Member, SHRM
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Six Ways To Improve The

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Simple ways to engage customers and improve your sales numbers.
Sales Management by Joe Capillo

L

et’s face it. There isn’t much difference between the way things have
always been done, and the way
they are being done now inside
retail furniture stores. The big difference
is outside of our stores, in the marketplace for furniture where demand is far
below the levels of three, five, or fifteen
years ago. So, the environment has
changed but furniture retailers have not.
If I see anything different, it’s in the
demeanor and attitude of the people
who greet me in stores. Frankly, it’s pretty bad. Sales are down. For many salespeople, earnings are down as well, and
you can feel it in the low or negative
energy of a store. So can your customers.
It’s almost like everyone is waiting for
some miracle to happen that will restore
things to the way they were when housing growth and equity money was driving
our business, and you could get away
with just a pleasant interaction, reasonably good salespeople, and decent pro-

Lo oking for
anything in
particular?
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motions. But, if things are as bad as I
keep hearing they are (from retailers)
those things are no longer enough, isn’t
it time to change? Isn’t there a compelling reason to look at the idea of
examining your customer experience and
take some action to set yourself above
your competition in more ways than by
simply offering better prices (and lower
margins) on the same merchandise?

WHAT IS THE
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE?
It begins with understanding what
people want and expect today in their
shopping – particularly relative to highticket, discretionary purchases such as
furniture.
Large national and international
retailers are putting great effort and dollars into creating a rewarding experience
for their customers. From the online
experience through the in-store experience, savvy retailers are taking steps to

“Sales are down. For
many salespeople,
earnings are down as
well, and you can feel
it in the low or negative
energy of a store. So
can your customers.”
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be more consumer-centric in everything
they do. They strive to deliver a consistent message around the things their
consumer research shows are important
to potential customers.
Where one-to-one selling is the primary revenue-generating source, special
attention is paid to training salespeople
in strategic ways that are compatible with
the online experience. And these retailers
aim their training efforts at enhancing
the overall level of service each customer
receives, melding the online experience
into the in-store experience.
Today, your customer’s experience
often begins online at your website.
What are you doing there to engage and
excite your prospective customers and
make them want to buy from you as
opposed to the next site they might visit?
Can they place an order there, or do
they have to call or visit your store? And,
when they do that, how are they greeted
and served when they finally meet up
with one of your employees, whether on
the phone or at the door? Do you have
interactive room planning software on
your site so they can stay longer, and fit
things to their room?
And, when a shopper leaves your
store, how would they describe their
experience? Have you ever asked them
to do that?
Most importantly, who determines and
controls how your customers are
engaged? Is it you or your employees?
How would you greet your customers if
you could meet every one of them? What
approach would you use to make them
feel relaxed and welcome?
There has never been a stronger case
for strategic thinking and actions than
now. Every effort should be made to
make your customers’ shopping experi-
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ences better than ever before. This probably means a lot of things have to
change, most importantly in the way your
people interact with your potential customers. If “How ya doin today? And “Are
you looking for anything in particular.”
are still your prevalent greeting statements, you might have a problem. If the
economy has changed completely and
you haven’t changed at all… it’s time to
do some planning and execution for new
ways to engage your customers.

a group of unsmiling
people waiting right at
the door to pounce on
them. They hate it, and
they let you know that.
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Stop
asking
4.
customers
questions they can’t

Here are six ideas you should consider to improve your customers’ buying
experience:

Stop asking whether shoppers are
3.
“looking for anything in particular”
because they’re not. Most likely they are

answer – like “Do
you have a particular
style in mind?” because they don’t.
Besides meanings are in people, not in
words, so words like “traditional” or
“contemporary” will have different
meanings to different people. People
who don’t buy furniture often (everyone)
are seeking inspiration in furniture stores
and on websites. Is your store inspiring?
Are there lots of new ideas abounding
throughout? How about your website?
Inspiring, or merely just there?

Clear the door! There is nothing
that turns customers more sour than

looking for something in general – like a
bedroom set or a sofa, not one particular one.

as good as your web5.Issite?yourInstore
fact, do you deliver in the

1.

Don’t allow any sales2.
person to greet a customer without
a big, sincere smile, and a welcoming
greeting. “Hi, Welcome! Thanks for
coming in today.” Works wonders if you
do it right and pay attention.
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CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
store the promises you make on your
website? Worse yet – is your store better
than your website? If so, it’s time to
change that right now because you’ll
never see the many people who shop
online first, if they have a subpar online
experience on your website. Look at all
your competitors’ sites, and act to bring
your website up to speed. Use your website to draw people into your store. Track
your website traffic carefully and use all
the tools available to make it better and
higher ranking on the web-search
engines.

all this on your traffic log, door sheet, or
customer engagement software.

Ask every customer as soon as you
6.
can if they visited your website. It’s
pretty simple: “Have you visited our web-

Everyone knows the now-famous definition of insanity which states that if you
keep doing the same things over and
over and expect a different result, that’s
insanity. If you want your customers to
enjoy their visits to your store, and
make more purchases as the result,
then examine your engagement strategy
carefully. Observe the overall demeanor
of your people – use phantom shoppers
if you have to, or have your sister’s husband’s cousin’s aunt come in. Do
something to make things better in your
store – instead of just cutting your margins and your credibility.

site?” is all it takes. If they answer yes,
probably something there brought them
in. So, just ask: “Did you see something
on the site you’re interested in?” Record

Joe Capillo is a furniture industry veteran with 35 years combined experience as a retail consultant and retail
industry executive. He is a contributing

Have yo u
visite d o ur
website?

editor to FURNITURE WORLD and a frequent speaker at industry functions. Joe
makes himself available for private consultations on any aspect of retail sales
management and sales education.
His recently published book, ”Living
On The Top Line”, available on
Amazon.com, helps furniture retailers
create and implement customer-centric
selling systems. Joe can be reached at
joecapillo@furninfo.com. See all of his
sales management articles on the information packed FURNITURE WORLD
website www.furninfo.com in the sales
management article archives section.
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Costly Retail Headache

BUYER’S REMORSE
You don’t need to live with the pain. Take positive steps
to address the causes that contribute to post-sale dissatisfaction.
Delivery, Warehousing, Logistics by Dan Bolger
uyer’s remorse is a fact of life for furniture retailers at every price point
and in every area of North America.
Most customers go through some
sense of regret after they’ve made a significant purchase.
Buyers remorse refers to the emotional
response by the consumer after a purchase
is made. The higher the price and the higher the involvement in a purchase, the higher
is the potential for buyer’s remorse. But it is
all relative. To the recent college graduate
furnishing an apartment with her first new
furniture, purchasing a $999 sofa might be
a real big deal while the stockbroker might
think that’s pocket change. It’s all in the

B

For Headache
due to buyer’s remorse

2% to 10% of furniture
deliveries result in a
return or exchange
when there is nothing
wrong with the furniture.
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mind of the beholder.
Yet, most furniture retailers still like to look
the other way and pretend that this doesn’t
happen or doesn’t have that much of an
impact on their business — let alone measure it. Don’t be fooled. Buyers remorse is
real and if you don’t pay attention it can
really hurt your bottom line and the customer relationship. My extensive data base
of delivery metrics indicates that 2% to 10%
of furniture deliveries result in a return or
exchange when there is absolutely nothing
wrong with the furniture. This fact points to
an opportunity for many furniture retailers to
improve their business.
The inset on the next page shows the
extremes of typical returns policies.
Nevertheless, most retailers should and do
go beyond their own policies as a good will
gesture. Please keep in mind that states may
have differing consumer protection laws
covering specific categories of merchandise.
A good online resource where you can
review the return policies of a number of
stores including a couple of furniture stores
is www.storereturnpolicy.com. You can also
just google the words “store return policy
furniture” and you will come up with return
policies for many hundreds of home furnishings retailers.

BEFORE THE DELIVERY
Collecting sufficient information at the
point of sale has been shown to reduce the
percentage of returned merchandise. Your
sales people should, therefore, be your first
line of defense.
A sales culture that emphasizes the salesperson’s role in helping customers to buy,
rather than try to sell them whatever is on
sale or in stock, is the first step toward warding off buyer’s remorse. It makes intuitive
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sense that if some care has been taken to
ensure that the furniture you sell is appropriate for your customer’s space and lifestyle,
they will be happier.
Make sure your salespeople don’t
neglect to ask the right questions about the
customer’s neighborhood and their home,
condo or apartment, keeping in mind that
delivery access is essential.
You can eliminate the hassle of trying to
deliver a very large armoire that is wider
than the doorway, hall or elevator, or can’t
be maneuvered up a stairway. Your sales
staff training must include this critical area.
It is obvious that a failed delivery will
result in a return, but a delayed or difficult
delivery can cause your customer to question his or her judgement in purchasing an
item or even the decision to do business with
your store. Everything about the purchase
can be tainted with negative emotion, resulting in lost future business, damaging social
networking comments or an immediate
return.
Tip: create clever signage that can be
placed on large pieces to remind customers to tell sales associates about
potential obstacles to delivery such as
narrow stairways, doorways, etc.
The typical direct cost to do an exchange
after an initial delivery is five times the original delivery cost. Since the product’s original packaging is usually gone, there will
also be additional costs for protecting the
product until it can be sold. Circumstances
may require the product to be sold as used
with further loss of margin. In many cases
the entire margin is gone. Even worse, if
there is a return and the customer goes elsewhere you have incurred costs and the only
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thing you have to show for it is re-wrapped
furniture in the warehouse.

They have spent money for stuff that doesn’t
meet their needs.

DURING & AFTER DELIVERY

As for return policies, he said, “If I
opened a store again my policy would be;
“If you don’t like your new furniture for any
reason, we’ll take it back – no questions
asked, even on custom orders!” Isn’t that
easy? That kind of policy makes consumers
feel confident buying furniture.”

Any problem during delivery can cause
the customer to re-evaluate a purchase.
Proper presentation of the new furniture
by the delivery crew as I have said so many
times is a big deal. This includes: on time
delivery; proper attire; personal hygiene;
wiping feet before entering the home; taking
care to protect floors, doorways and walls;
noting and if possible replacing missing
hardware; checking for deluxing problems
and, fixing minor issues, wiping wood surfaces, plumping the pillows, etc.
Tip: It can’t hurt to have your delivery
people subtly and sincerely compliment
the customer on their home and the
beautiful furniture choice they made.
David Lively, partner at The Lively
Merchant noted that, “operational failures
are the cause of every lost commission from
the perspective of the sales staff.”
Commenting further on flawed delivery as a
contributor to buyer’s remorse, he related,
“retailers need to be focused on making sure
the 98% of deliveries go right, resulting in
customers who love them. Having met that
standard, retailers can then look to other
causes, such as bad sales advice, poor
design suggestions, merchandise that isn’t
up to a minimal quality standards, or to
delivery/ prep departments that just didn’t
do their jobs! Regardless of who is at fault
the customers perception doesn’t change.

If something should go wrong with the
delivery, make sure you know the extent of
the problem before your customer calls to
complain and possibly request a return.
Once you find out that a problem has
occurred, take action immediately.
Remember that the exhilaration of anticipating getting new furniture can easily turn to
buyer’s remorse should it take too long to
deliver the goods.
Also, your salespeople should follow-up
post-sale and perhaps again post-delivery to
confirm customer satisfaction, thank them
for their business and confirm the wise
choice they made with a note, email or call.
If the customer likes your store, the sales
process and the salesperson, they are more
likely to forgive a minor problem... especially if it is handled with care and speed. And,
they are less likely to feel remorse after a
perfect delivery!

ENGAGE YOUR STAFF
Buyer’s remorse is a costly headache for
furniture retailers. But you don’t have to
“take two aspirin” and live with the pain.
Instead, address the causes that contribute
to post-sale dissatisfaction. Measure customer remorse and take positive steps to

For Headache
due to buyer’s remorse

A difficult delivery can
cause your customer to
question her judgement
in purchasing an item or
even the decision to do
business with your store.

engage your staff in making customers feel
good about their purchases. It’s one more
way to assure survival of your business.
Comments on ways you have found to
reduce buyer remorse are welcomed via
email (bolger@furninfo.com) or phone.
Daniel Bolger P.E. provides operations
consulting services to clients throughout
North America. FURNITURE WORLD
Magazine readers can contact him at bolger@furninfo.com or phone 740-5038875. For more information on transportation, logistics and furniture warehousing
topics, go to FURNITURE WORLD
Magazine’s website www.furninfo.com to
read all of Dan’s articles.

Some Furniture Store Cancellation Policies
Policy Example #1: You may cancel your
order if the item has not been shipped. If
the order has been shipped, it cannot be
canceled. However, the order may be
returned upon receipt (excluding the original shipping and processing fees and a
pick up fee equal to the original shipping
and processing fees).
If you are not satisfied with your purchase after delivery, you may return
unused, undamaged merchandise within
14 days of receiving your order for
exchange, credit, or refund (excluding the
original shipping and processing fees and
a pick up fee equal to the original shipping and processing fees). Returns after 14
days will not be refunded, but may be eligible for exchanges or credit.
Policy Example #2: All merchandise
should be inspected prior to your picking it
up. All sales are final and No Returns are

accepted. There are no other warranties,
expressed or implied, including any warranty or merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose.
Policy Example #3: If you do not feel
that the merchandise you purchased is
appropriate in your home, you may return
the items for reselection, credit or refund.
Items must be returned within 30 days
after you receive your merchandise.To
receive full credit, all returned merchandise must accompany the original sales
receipt, be in the same condition as when
purchased, complete with accessories,
instructions, original box and packaging (if
item was picked up). Merchandise not
meeting these requirements may not be
accepted for return, or will be assessed a
restocking charge. Returns without a
receipt may be accepted for In Store
Credit Only.

Policy Example #4:You may receive a
total refund for furnishings purchased in
our showroom, only if you cancel the sale
within 48 hours of the date of purchase.
Charged purchase, will be credited back
to your charge account. All other refunds
will be made by check and mailed. Sales
not cancelled within 48 hours qualify for
only 80% of the purchase price to be
refunded. If you wish to cancel an order
within 48 hours, we will confirm cancellation without penalty. No refunds are available and sales cannot be cancelled after
delivery.Real wood products can not be
returned because there is a knot in the
wood, or due to natural wood grain differences, or natural leather character marks
that differ from showroom samples. Color
matching our products with furniture, paint,
or material purchased from another source
is not a condition that qualifies to return an
item.
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Sales Associates Must

MAKE FRIENDS FOR

THE HOUSE

Four ways sales associates can make themselves more interesting to customers.
Sales Skills by Peter A. Marino Ph.D.

T

he, founder of the famous Statler Hotel Chain E. M. Statler once
said: “The [salesperson] who thinks that his first duty is selling is
absolutely wrong. Selling is only one of the two important things
a [salesperson] is supposed to do – and it is not the more important of the two. The [salesperson’s] first duty is to make friends for his
house.”
Clarence Darrow once said that his success as a lawyer was due to
the fact that he could make the jury regard the defendant as a friend
instead of an enemy. “People don’t hang their friends,” he said.

BE INTERESTING TO YOUR CUSTOMERS
Work at becoming an interesting person. Read, learn and follow
your interests. Be active with family, business and community activities. A big part of becoming a successful salesperson is to work on selfdevelopment. Customers are attracted to salespeople that seem to be
interesting, terrific and fun. Ever wonder how the word ‘terrific came to
have a positive meaning’, even though it originally meant to scare
someone? That happened because at least scary people and scary
things are not boring! That is the reason why millions rush to see scary
films. Students don’t like boring teachers. None of us likes boring
fathers-in-law, mothers-in-law, brothers-in-law, sons-in-law, etc. The
point being made here is that we should interest people without scar-

1.

The Bolger Group
Warehouse-Delivery-Transportation
Management Consultants

•Increase Productivity
•Plan Warehouse Growth
•Fix Service Problems
•Tighten Controls
email dbolger@bolgergroup.com, or

Call 740-503-8845
3146 Maple Ave., Millersport OH
43046-9740 • www.bolgergroup.com
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Poem from January 2, 1954

Furniture World Magazine By Edgar Guest
“If I possessed a shop or store...
I’d drive the grouches off my floor
I’d never let some gloomy guy
Offend the folks who come to buy,
I’d never stop a boy or clerk
With mental toothache at his work,
Nor let a man who draws my pay
Drive customer’s of mine away.
I’d treat the man who takes my time
And spends a nickel or a dime
With courtesy and make him feel
That I was pleased to close the deal,
Because tomorrow, who can tell?
He may want the stuff I have to sell,
And in that case, then glad he’ll be
To spend his dollars all with me.
The reason people pass one door
To patronize another store,
Is not because the busier place
Has better silks or gloves or lace,
Or cheaper prices, but it lies
In pleasant words and smiling eyes;
The only difference, I believe,
Is in the treatment folks receive!”
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Also from a 1954 issue of Furniture
World Magazine, an ad for casegoods
manufacturer Heywood Wakefield. The
text ties in with the theme of this
article (Winning Friends For The
House).... “Your friends at HeywoodWakefield will be happy to show the
complete line to you and extend
traditional Heywood-Wakefield
hospitality.”

MAKE
FRIENDS...
ing them.
Charles Roth came up with an excellent way to think about how to become
an interesting person. He said, “To be
interesting to others, all you have to do is
show more interest to others.” You will
unlock the secret of Mr. Roth’s statement
if you understand that: It’s not how interesting you think you are to others; it’s
how interesting others think you are to
them.

Here’s another tip on how to be interesting to your customers: Flow with and
not against them. In short, do not argue

Leader in North American Market
Since 1982
Patented
mechanism
on Integrated
Footrest Glider
Chair
CALL TODAY

800-856-6318

TORONTO SHOW - January 15-18
Please visit us in booth 2001
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740, 4e Avenue,
Saint-Romuald, Qc., G6W 5M6
Tél. (418) 834-4440
Fax (418) 834-3583
info@crinar.com

with them, do not try to outsmart them,
do not do anything to antagonize them.
Remember that selling is not a battle of
wits. Don’t top your customer’s stories.
Find out about customers’ common
interests so you can connect with
2.
them on an emotional level when necessary. Remember it is not always necessary
to be too anxious to get this information
upfront because these interests may
come out organically as you help them to
plan and furnish their rooms. Many people like to talk about themselves. Get to
feel the customer’s interests by acknowledging them.
Become knowledgeable about furniture
and
interior
design.
3.
Customers don’t want to discuss choices
that will affect their home environments
with sales associates who know less than
they do about furniture, bedding and
interior design. Watch design oriented
television shows and read home design
magazines. Keep abreast of current
trends. Study furniture construction and
styles. Know your products inside and
out. Having become knowledgeable,
remember that you want to use your
expertise only when required.
Remain interested in people. Get to
know a lot of the folks that live in
4.
your area. Make it part of your job to
participate in real and virtual social net-
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“You will unlock the secret of Mr. Roth’s statement if you understand that: It’s
not how interesting you think you are to others; it’s how interesting
others think you are to them.”
working to get to know people and develop personal relationships with them. These relationships can be formed
where you do your banking, at local restaurants, in classes
you take and just about every place you visit. Participate in
online social networking by blogging, and on sites such as
facebook and twitter.
In case you missed them, read Leslie Carother’s excellent
Furniture World Magazine series that discussed the use of
social networking tools. Also read Mark Lacy’s article on
business card marketing from the September/October issue,
and Margo DeGanges three part series that deals with how
to create and nurture a “tribe” that loves you and your business. All of these articles can be found on the furninfo.com
website or email editor@furninfo.com to get a list of quick
links.
Corporate trainer, educator and speaker Dr. Peter A.
Marino has written extensively on sales training techniques
and their furniture retailing applications. His books “The
Golden Rules of Selling Bedding”, “Stop Losing Those

60
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Bedding Sales”, and “It’s Buying, Silly! are available online
at www.furninfo.com/store or by calling 914-235-3095. See
many of his sales skill articles on the furninfo.com website.
Questions on any aspect of sales education can be sent to
FURNITURE WORLD at pmarino@furninfo.com.
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From a Single Case of Bulbs...
To a National Account Program
• Save Energy Costs
• Sustainable Lighting Source
• Lighting Design Services
• Great Bulb Prices
• Furniture Lighting Experts

Service lamp has worked with you for nearly 40 years providing innovative
lighting fixtures, balasts, bulbs and lighting services. We understand the
impact sustainable lighting can have on your bottom line. We know how to
help maintain your lighting system and make it more economical.

SERVICE LAMP IS YOUR FULL SERVICE LIGHTING SOURCE.

Call us today at 800-222-LAMP
See us at High Point Market
NHFA Retail Resource Center - Plaza Suites
October 16-22

PHILIPS
sense and simplicity

Service Lamp Corp.
the accent is on service
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